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We consume many goods without paying for them - parks,
national defense, clean air and water.

When goods have no prices, market forces are not able to
allocate those goods.

The quantity of those goods available may not be socially
optimal. Governments can help.



A good is excludable if a person can be prevented from using
it.

A good is rival if one person’s use of it diminishes others’ use.





What kind of good is a road?

• Uncongested non-toll road (public good)
• Uncongested toll road (club good)
• Congested non-toll road (common resource)
• Congested toll road (private good)



Public goods

Private markets will usually under provide public goods because
of the free-rider problem.

Free rider: a person who receives the benefit of a good but
avoids paying for it.

If a good is not excludable, people have incentives to free ride,
because firms cannot prevent non-payers from consuming the
good.

What is the problem with free riding?

The good will not be produced even if buyers collectively value
it.

Examples?
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How do we fix the free rider problem?

If the benefit of the public good exceeds the cost of providing
it...

Government taxes those that benefit from the public good in
order to provide it.
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Difficulty taxing to provide a public good.

• What is the benefit of the public good? Does it actually
exceed the cost?

• Cost-benefit analyses are often VERY imprecise.

• Who benefits from the public good? Who should we tax /
distribute the tax?

• Examples of idealistic public goods?



Idealistic public goods - solar roadways?



Idealistic public goods - transcontinental
superhighway



Some important public goods: Fighting Poverty



Some important public goods: Knowledge created
through research



Some important public goods: National Defense



Common Resources

Like public goods, common resources are not excludable.

• Cannot prevent free riders from using.

• Little incentive for firms to provide.

• Role for government to provide.

Additional problem : they are rival in consumption.

• Each person’s use reduces others’ ability to use.

• Role for government to ensure they are not overused.



Tragedy of the Commons

.... Common resources get used more than is socially desirable.
People use common resources but neglect an external cost -
namely, that own use reduces quality of land for others’ use.
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How could society prevent tragedy of the
commons?
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Divide plots of land - rent to individual families?

If families control the property over time they have no incentive
to ”over graze” because they incur the costs alone.



A Mankiw example:



Take-home points

• Public goods tend to be under-provided.

• Common resources tend to be over-consumed.

• Both problems result because property rights are not
well-established.

• Examples: nobody owns the air, so no one can charge
polluters. Result: Too much pollution.

• Nobody can charge people who benefit from national
defense. Result: Too little defense.


